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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a receipt-issuing printer for use in, for example, a POS (Point-Of-Sale) system. Such a printer is disclosed in EP 794 064. In particular, the present invention relates to a printer which can be selectively arranged horizontally or vertically and which, in either of the horizontal or vertical arrangement thereof, is capable of detecting the residual quantity of rolled-paper.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, as a printer of the above type, there is known a printer which executes given printing on a roll of recording paper and, after printing, cuts the printed recording paper in order to issue the same as a receipt. Also, as a printer of this type, there is known a printer which can be selectively installed or arranged horizontally or vertically.

[0003] The printer of this type, as shown in Fig. 6, includes a box-shaped rolled-paper holder 101 capable of storing rolled-paper R therein. The printer is structured so that by opening and closing a holder cover 103, disposed in one end portion 102 of the rolled-paper holder 101, the rolled-paper R can be inserted into or taken out from the rolled-paper holder 101.

[0004] The rolled-paper holder 101 includes a residual-paper-quantity sensor (not shown) which is used to detect the residual quantity of rolled-paper R. The residual-paper-quantity sensor is structured so that when a sensor element-formed so as to be pressed against the end face of the rolled-paper R-is inserted into the hollow core portion 104 of the rolled-paper R due to the reduced diameter of the rolled-paper R, a limit switch is operated thereby signaling that the residual quantity of the rolled-paper R is small.

[0005] Also, the above-mentioned rolled-paper holder 10 includes, in every installation direction, a plurality of grooves which can be used by the residual-paper-quantity sensor for detection of the residual quantity of the rolled-paper R. When the printer is installed horizontally with the bottom portion 105 of the rolled-paper holder 101 facing downward, the rolled-paper R having a little residual quantity drops into horizontal-installation groove 106 formed in the bottom portion 105 of the rolled-paper holder 101. In this state, the residual-paper-quantity sensor is able to detect the residual quantity of rolled-paper R.

[0006] On the other hand, when the printer is installed vertically with the end portion 102 of the rolled-paper holder 101 facing downward, the rolled-paper R having little residual quantity drops into vertical-installation groove 107 formed in the end portion 102 of the rolled-paper holder 101. In this state, the residual-paper-quantity sensor is able to detect the residual quantity of rolled-paper R.

5. Problems to Be Solved by the Invention

[0007] Generally, since this type of printer is designed to use rolled-paper R having several kinds of diameters, it must be sized based on the rolled-paper having the largest diameter. That is, in order to store rolled-paper R in the rolled-paper holder, the opening of the rolled-paper holder must be sized so that when it is opened it corresponds to the size of the rolled-paper having the largest diameter. Further, the portion of the rolled-paper holder for storing the rolled-paper must be formed so as to correspond in size to the rolled-paper having the largest diameter.

30 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention aims at solving the above technical problems found in the conventional printer. Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to miniaturize a printer which is capable of detecting the residual quantity of rolled-paper in either of its horizontally or vertically installed states.

[0010] In order to attain the above and other objects and advantages, according to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a rolled-paper holding mechanism, including: a rolled-paper holder capable of storing therein rolled-paper having a given diameter; a holder cover disposed on said rolled-paper holder such that said holder cover can be opened and closed by moving about a first pivot; a groove-like guiding portion formed in said rolled-paper holder, said rolled-paper being located on said groove-like guiding portion when said rolled-paper has a small diameter which is smaller than said given diameter; a sensor for detecting a remaining amount of said rolled-paper, said paper sensor provided by the side of said groove-like guiding portion; a retractable positioning member pivotally support-
said groove-like guiding portion when said holder cover is closed.

According to the first aspect of the invention, for example, a position which is present within the vertically arranged rolled-paper holder and at which the residual-paper-quantity sensor is able to detect the rolled-paper is set as the second position, the rolled-paper is inserted into the rolled-paper holder, and the holder cover is closed. Therefore, according to the first aspect of the invention, a storing space that is matched in size to the rolled-paper whether the printer is installed horizontally or vertically can be reduced in size and, especially, for example, a position which is present within the vertical arrangement of the printer can be miniaturized.

According to the first aspect of the present invention, a rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth in Claim 1, and includes:

- a rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth in the fifth aspect of the present invention, further includes:
  - a printing mechanism adapted to print on recording paper pulled out from said rolled-paper held in said rolled-paper holder.

Still further, according to a sixth aspect of the invention, a rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth in the fifth aspect of the present invention further includes:

- a cutting mechanism that is adapted to cut said recording paper after said recording paper has passed through said printing mechanism.

According to the present invention, the above-mentioned rolled-paper holding mechanism, printing device, and cutter device are combined together. Because of this combined arrangement, a printer which is capable of detecting the state of the residual quantity of the rolled-paper whether the printer is installed horizontally or vertically can be reduced in size, and especially, a printer used to issue a receipt can be miniaturized.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent by describing in detail preferred exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate like or corresponding parts throughout the several views, and wherein:

- Fig. 1 is a perspective view, of a printer according to a preferred embodiment of the invention, showing the printer installed vertically with a holder cover that is closed;
- Fig. 2 is a side view, of the schematic structure of the printer, showing the printer installed vertically with a holder cover that is closed;
- Fig. 3 is a perspective view, of the printer, showing the printer installed vertically with a holder cover that is opened;
- Fig. 4 is a side view, of the schematic structure of the printer, showing the printer installed vertically.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0020] Now, with reference to the accompanying drawings, a detailed description will be given of a preferred embodiment of a rolled-paper holding mechanism and a printer including the same according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0021] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a printer, according to a first embodiment, that is installed vertically, wherein a holder cover is closed. Fig. 2 is a schematic side view of the above printer, showing the printer installed vertically, wherein the holder cover is closed. Additionally, Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the printer installed vertically wherein the holder cover is opened, whereas Fig. 4 is a schematic side view of the printer, showing a state in which the printer is installed vertically and the holder cover is opened. Further, Fig. 5 is a schematic view of a state in which rolled-paper is stored in a printer according to the present embodiment.

[0022] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a printer 1 according to the present embodiment includes a rolled-paper holding mechanism 10 capable of storing rolled-paper R therein, a print device 70 for printing on the recording paper pulled out from the rolled-paper R, and a cutter device 80 for cutting the printed recording paper. The printer 1 according to the present embodiment further includes a main body case (not shown) having a substantially rectangular shape. In the side surfaces of the main body case, there are formed an installation surface for horizontal installation and an installation surface for vertical installation (both of which surfaces are not shown).

[0023] As shown in Fig. 2, the printer 1 includes a pair of main body frames 2, 2 which are made of metal and have a substantially rectangular-plate-like shape. Between these two main body frames 2, 2, there is interspersed the above-mentioned rolled-paper holding mechanism 10. The rolled-paper holding mechanism 10 includes a rolled-paper holder 21, a holder cover 41, a retractable positioning member 51 in the form of a movable plate, and a residual-paper-quantity sensor 61.

[0024] The rolled-paper holder 21 is formed of resin, for example, and includes an opening M having a given size. The rolled-paper holder 21 is integrally formed of a bottom portion having a substantially U-shaped section and a pair of side wall portions 25, 26 respectively provided on the two sides of the bottom portion. In this embodiment, the bottom portion of the rolled-paper holder 21 includes three portions: the left-side portion as shown in Fig. 2 is referred to as a first bottom portion 22; the lower-side portion as shown in Fig. 2 is referred to as a second bottom portion 23; and the upper-side portion as shown in Fig. 2 is referred to as a third bottom portion 24.

[0025] In each of the first and second bottom portions 22 and 23, there is formed an inclined hold portion 27 which includes a curved surface and an inclined surface contactable with the rolled-paper R having the largest diameter. In the inclined hold portion 27 near the corner formed by the first bottom portion 22 and the second bottom portion 23, there is formed a second groove-like guiding portion 28 having a pair of inclined surfaces each having a given acute angle. The second groove-like guiding portion 28 can be contacted with the rolled-paper R having a given diameter. In the present embodiment, the given diameter is substantially equal to the diameter of the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R. Similarly, in the inclined hold portion 27 in the leading end portion of the second bottom portion 23, there is formed a second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29 that is inclined at an angle which allows the inclined surface 29 to be contacted with the rolled-paper R having the above given diameter.

[0026] As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, a holder cover 41 is disposed on the leading end side of the second bottom portion 23 of the rolled-paper holder 21. The holder cover 41 is disposed in such a manner that it can be freely rotated about a first pivot 42. Additionally, the holder cover 41 has such a size that allows the holder cover 41 to cover the opening M of the rolled-paper holder 21.

[0027] As shown in Fig. 2, the retractable positioning member 51 is disposed in the corner portions of the main body frames 2, 2 near the leading end of the second bottom portion 23. The retractable positioning member 51 is disposed in such a manner that it can be freely rotated about a second pivot 52. Also, the retractable positioning member 51 is formed in a substantially rectangular plate having a length almost equal to the width of the rolled-paper holder 21.

[0028] The second pivot 52 is disposed in one longitudinal side portion of the retractable positioning member 51. Also, the second pivot 52 is situated at a position which is adjacent to the first pivot 42 of the holder cover 41, and is separated by a given distance from the leading end portion of the second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29.

[0029] On the other hand, in the retractable positioning member 51, in the longitudinal side portion opposite to that in which the second pivot 52 is disposed, there is disposed an engagement shaft 53 which can be engaged with part of the holder cover 41. The engagement shaft 53 is engaged with the engagement hole 43 formed at a given position of the side portion of the holder cover 41. Due to this arrangement, as the retractable positioning member 51 is moved in connection with the opening and closing operation of the holder cover 41, the inclination angle of the retractable positioning member 51 with respect to the second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29 is caused to vary.
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, when the holder cover 41 is closed, the retractable positioning member 51 is situated at a position which is inclined at a given acute angle with respect to the second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in the end edges of the side wall portions 25, 26 of the rolled-paper holder 21, there are respectively formed securing end edges 25a, 26a which are used to secure the retractable positioning member 51 in the above position; that is, in case where the engagement shaft 53 of the retractable positioning member 51 is held by and between the securing end edges 25a, 26a and the peripheral edge of the engagement hole 43 of the holder cover 41, the retractable positioning member 51 can be secured in the above position.

Also in the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2, between the retractable positioning member 51 and the second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29, there is formed a groove-like guiding portion 31 which can be engaged with the rolled-paper R having the above-mentioned given diameter.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the retractable positioning member 51 also is structured so that, when the holder cover 41 is opened, it is disposed so as to extend almost parallel to the side portion of the holder cover 41.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 includes a projecting engagement portion 62 which can be pressed against the end face of the rolled-paper R. The sensor 61 is also structured such that, when the projecting engagement portion 62 is moved to thereby operate a limit switch (not shown), it can detect that the residual quantity of the recording paper is small.

As shown in Fig. 2, a first mounting hole 32 and a second mounting hole 33 are formed in one side wall portion 25 of the rolled-paper holder 21. The first mounting hole 32 and the second mounting hole 33 are used to mount the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61. The first mounting hole 32 is formed as an elongated hole having a major axis almost on the same line as the center line L1 of the second groove-like guiding portion 28. On the other hand, the second mounting hole 33 is formed as an elongated hole having a major axis almost on the same line as the center line L2 of the groove-like guiding portion 31.

When the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 is mounted into either of the first mounting hole 32 or second mounting hole 33, as the diameter of the rolled-paper R decreases, the projecting engagement portion 62 is inserted through the first mounting hole 32 or second mounting hole 33 into the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R disposed in the first positioning groove portion 28 or in the second positioning groove portion 31.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, the printing device 70 includes a thermal head 71 capable of printing according to a heat sensitive method, and a platen roller 72 which can be contacted with the thermal head 71. The thermal head 71 is disposed on the main body frames 2, 2 and is situated in a peripheral portion of the leading end of the third bottom portion 24. On the other hand, the platen roller 72 is rotatably disposed in the leading end of the holder cover 41.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the printing device 70 is structured such that when the holder cover 41 is closed, the thermal head 71 and platen roller 72 are disposed opposite to, and pressed against, each other. Also, a gear, which is fixed to one side of the rotary support shaft of the platen roller 71, meshes with a plurality of gears in a train 75 which is disposed on the main body frame 2. Thus, when the power of a drive motor 74 is transmitted to the gear train 75, the platen roller 71 can be rotated.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the cutter device 80 is composed of a long fixed blade 83 and a movable blade unit 82. The movable blade unit 82 includes a movable blade 81, having a doorway portion 82a, which can be crossed and slid with respect to the fixed blade 83. Also, the movable blade unit 82 is disposed on the main body frame 2, and is positioned on the paper-feed-direction downstream side of the neighboring portion of the thermal head 71. On the other hand, the fixed blade 83 is disposed in the leading end portion of the holder cover 41, and is disposed such that it can be oscillated slightly with respect to the movable blade 81.

Further, the cutter device 80 is structured such that, when the holder cover 41 is closed, the doorway portion 82a and the fixed blade 83 are opposed to each other, wherein the movable blade 81 crosses and slides on the fixed blade 83.

In the present embodiment having the above structure, when the printer 1 is installed vertically with the second bottom portion 23 of the rolled-paper holder 21 facing downward, as shown in Fig. 2, the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 is mounted into the second mounting hole 33. Next, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the holder cover 41 is opened to thereby form, on the underside of the printer 1, a storing space which is substantially equal in size to the rolled-paper R having the largest diameter. In this case, as shown in Fig. 5, since the retractable positioning member 51 is situated at a position (the position of 51A shown by a one-dot chained line in Fig. 5) on the back side of the holder cover 42, the member 51 does not interfere with the rolled-paper R as is inserted into the rolled-paper holder 21.

And when the holder cover 41 is closed, the retractable positioning member 51 is rotated in connection with the rotation of the holder cover 41 so that, as shown in Fig. 2, the retractable positioning member 51 is secured to a position as indicated by 51B shown by a one-dot chained line in Fig. 5. When the retractable positioning member 51 is in the position 51B, the second positioning groove portion 31 is formed between the retractable positioning member 51 and the second-bottom-portion inclined surface 29.

In this case, while the retractable positioning
member 51 is rotating, the rolled-paper R is pushed into the rolled-paper holder 21 and is secured there. Therefore, the rolled-paper R is held by and between the retractable positioning member 51 and the inclined hold portion 27 on the second bottom portion 23. On the other hand, a side-end face of the rolled-paper R is contacted by the projecting engagement portion 62 of the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61.

[0043] When printing, for example, the recording paper is pulled out from between the thermal head 71 and platen roller 72. Thus, even when the rolled-paper R attempts to move in the radial direction while rotating, the rolled-paper R is butted against the retractable positioning member 51; that is, the rolled-paper R is prevented from moving from the above-mentioned held position thereof.

[0044] Then, as the diameter of the rolled-paper R decreases during use, the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R approaches the groove-like guiding portion 31. And when the recording paper becomes small in quantity, the rolled-paper R drops into the groove-like guiding portion 31, upon which the projecting engagement portion 62 of the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 is fitted into the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R. Accordingly, the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 detects that the residual quantity of the recording paper is small.

[0045] On the other hand, when the holder cover 41 is opened and the rolled-paper R is stored within the rolled-paper holder 21, as shown in Fig. 4, the rolled-paper R is stopped from rolling out of the rolled-paper holder 21. That is, a difference is produced between the support-shaft-longitudinal-side portion of the retractable positioning member 51 and the third-bottom-portion inclined hold portion 27, which difference prevents the rolled-paper R from rolling out from the rolled-paper holder 21.

[0046] Also in the present embodiment, when the printer 1 is installed horizontally with the first bottom portion 22 facing downward, the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 is mounted into the first mounting hole 32. And after the holder cover 41 is opened, the rolled-paper R is inserted into the rolled-paper holder 21.

[0047] In this case, the rolled-paper R is contacted by the first-bottom-portion inclined hold portion 27 and the second-bottom-portion inclined hold portion 27.

[0048] Next, as the diameter of the rolled-paper R decreases due to use, the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R approaches the second groove-like guiding portion 28. And when the recording paper wound around the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R becomes small in quantity, the rolled-paper R drops into the second groove-like guiding portion 28. On the other hand, the projecting engagement portion 62 of the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 is fitted into the hollow core portion of the rolled-paper R. Accordingly, the residual-paper-quantity sensor 61 detects that the residual quantity of the recording paper is small.

[0049] As has been described above, according to this embodiment, when the holder cover 41 is opened, the retractable positioning member 51 lays on the holder cover 41 side and, in case where the holder cover 41 is closed, the retractable positioning member 51 forms the second positioning (vertical-installation) groove 31. Due to this, there is no need to form a vertical-installation groove in the rolled-paper holder 21 as in the conventional mechanism. Thus, it is possible that only a storing space matched in size to the rolled-paper R having the largest diameter need be formed in the rolled-paper holder 21.

[0050] Accordingly, the rolled-paper holding mechanism 10 can be reduced in size, which in turn allows miniaturization of the printer 1 itself. Yet the printer 1 is still structured such that it is capable of detecting the residual quantity of the rolled-paper R in cases where the printer 1 is installed either horizontally or vertically.

[0051] Also, according to the present embodiment, since the rolled-paper holding mechanism 10 (including the above-mentioned retractable positioning member 51), the printing device 70, and the cutter device 80 are combined together, it is possible to miniaturize the printer 1, especially one which is used to issue a receipt.

[0052] As has been described above, both a rolled-paper holding mechanism capable of detecting the state of the residual quantity of the rolled-paper in both of horizontally and vertically installed states of a printer, and also a receipt issuing printer including such rolled-paper holding mechanism, can be reduced in size.

[0053] It is contemplated that numerous modifications may be made to the rolled-paper holding mechanism and printer of the present invention without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.

Claims

1. A rolled-paper holding mechanism (10), comprising:

   a rolled-paper holder (21) capable of storing therein rolled-paper having a given diameter;
   a holder cover (41) disposed on said rolled-paper holder (21) such that said holder cover can be opened and closed by moving about a first pivot (42);
   a groove-like guiding portion (31) formed in said rolled-paper holder (21), said rolled-paper being located on said groove-like guiding portion (31) when said rolled-paper has a small diameter which is smaller than said given diameter;
   a paper sensor (61) for detecting a remaining amount of said rolled-paper, said paper sensor (61) provided by the side of said groove-like guiding portion (31);
characterized in that
a retractable positioning member (51) pivotal-
sly supported on a second pivot (52) provided in the
vicinity of said first pivot (42), said positioning mem-
ber (51) being movable together with said holder
cover (41), and forming part of said groove-like guid-
ing portion (31) when said holder cover (41) is
closed.

2. A rolled-paper holding mechanism (10) as set forth
in Claim 1, wherein said second pivot (52) is provid-
ed at an end of said retractable positioning member
(51), said rolled-paper holding mechanism (10) fur-
ther comprising:
an engagement shaft (53) formed at an oppo-
site end to said end of said retractable position-
ing member (51),
an engagement hole (43) provided with said
holder cover (41), said engagement shaft (53)
being engaged in said engagement hole (43).

3. A rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth in
Claim 1, wherein said rolled-paper having said
small diameter is located on said groove-like guid-
ing portion (31) when said rolled-paper holding
mechanism is mounted in a vertical attitude,
said rolled-paper holding mechanism further
comprising a second groove-like guiding portion
(28) formed in rolled-paper holder, wherein said
rolled-paper having said small diameter is located
on said second groove-like guiding portion (28)
when said rolled-paper holding mechanism is
mounted in a horizontal attitude.

4. A rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth in
Claim 2, wherein said rolled-paper having said
small diameter is located on said groove-like guid-
ing portion (31) when said rolled-paper holding
mechanism is mounted in a vertical attitude,
said rolled-paper holding mechanism further
comprising a second groove-like guiding portion
(28) formed in rolled-paper holder, wherein said
rolled-paper having said small diameter is located
on said second groove-like guiding portion (28) when said
rolled-paper holding mechanism is mounted in a
horizontal attitude.

5. A printer, comprising:
a rolled-paper holding mechanism as set forth
in Claim 1, and
a printing mechanism (70) adapted to print on
recording paper pulled out from said rolled-pa-
per held in said rolled-paper holder (21).

6. A printer as set forth in claim 5, further comprising:
a cutting mechanism (80) that is adapted to cut
said recording paper after said recording paper
has passed through said printing mechanism
(70).

Patentansprüche

1. Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung (10), aufwei-
send:
en einen Papierrollenhalter (21), der zur Aufnah-
me einer Papierrolle geeignet ist, die einen ge-
gebenen Durchmesser hat;
eine Halterabdeckung (41), die an dem Papier-
rollenhalter (21) so angeordnet ist, daß die Hal-
terabdeckung durch Bewegen um einen ersten Anlenkzapfen (42) geöffnet und geschlossen
werden kann;
eine nutartige Führung (31), die in dem Papier-
rollenhalter (21) ausgebildet ist, wobei sich die
Papierrolle auf der nutartigen Führung (31) be-
findet, wenn die Papierrolle einen kleinen Durchmesser hat, der kleiner ist als der gege-
bene Durchmesser;
einen Papiersensor (61), der eine verbliebene
Menge der Papierrolle erfährt und seitlich neben
der nutartigen Führung (31) vorgesehen ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß

2. Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung (10) nach An-
spruch 1, bei der der zweite Anlenkzapfen (52) an
einem Ende des zurückziehbaren Lagebestim-
mungsgliedes (51) abgestützt ist, der in der Nähe des er-
sten Anlenkzапfen (52) vorgesehen ist, wobei das
Lagebestimmungsglied (51) zusammen mit der
Halterabdeckung (41) bewegbar ist und einen Teil
der nutartigen Führung (31) bildet, wenn die Halter-
abdeckung (41) geschlossen ist.

3. Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch
1, bei der die Papierrolle, die den kleinen Durch-
messer hat, sich auf der nutartigen Führung (31)
befindet, wenn die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung in einer vertikalen Haltung angebracht ist, wobei die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung ferner eine zweite nutartige Führung (28) aufweist, die in dem Papierhalter gebildet ist, wobei die Papierrolle, die den kleinen Durchmesser hat, sich auf der zweiten nutartigen Führung (28) befindet, wenn die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung in einer horizontalen Haltung angebracht ist.

4. Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei der die Papierrolle, die den kleinen Durchmesser hat, sich auf der nutartigen Führung (31) befindet, wenn die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung in einer vertikalen Haltung angebracht ist, wobei die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung ferner eine zweite nutartige Führung (28) aufweist, die im Papierhalter gebildet ist, wobei die Papierrolle, die den kleinen Durchmesser hat, sich auf der zweiten nutartigen Führung (28) befindet, wenn die Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung in einer horizontalen Haltung angebracht ist.

5. Drucker mit:

   einer Papierrollenhalterungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 und einer Druckvorrichtung (70), die ausgebildet ist, auf Aufzeichnungspapier zu drucken, welches von der im Papierrollenhalter (21) gehaltenen Papierrolle abgezogen wird.

6. Drucker nach Anspruch 5, ferner mit einer Schneidvorrichtung (80), die ausgebildet ist, das Aufzeichnungspapier abzutrennen, nachdem das Aufzeichnungspapier die Druckvorrichtung (70) durchlaufen hat.

Revendications

1. Mécanisme (10) de retenue d'un rouleau de papier comprenant:

   un détecteur de papier (61) pour détecter une quantité restante dudit rouleau de papier, ledit détecteur de papier étant formé par le côté de ladite partie (31) de guidage en forme de rainure;

   caractérisé en ce que

   un élément de positionnement rétractable (51) supporté de manière à pouvoir pivoter sur un second pivot (52) prévu au voisinage dudit premier pivot (42), ledit élément de positionnement (51) étant déplaçable conjointement avec ledit capot (41) du support et faisant partie de ladite partie (31) de guidage en forme de rainure lorsque ledit capot (41) du support est fermé.

2. Mécanisme (10) de retenue de rouleau de papier selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit second pivot (52) est prévu sur une extrémité dudit élément de positionnement rétractable (51), ledit mécanisme (10) de retenue de rouleau de papier comprenant en outre:

   un arbre d'engagement (53) formé sur une extrémité opposée à ladite extrémité dudit élément de positionnement rétractable (51),

   un trou d'engagement (43) prévu dans ledit capot (41) du support, ledit arbre d'engagement (53) s'engageant dans ledit trou d'engagement (43).

3. Mécanisme de retenue de rouleau de papier selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit rouleau de papier possédant un faible diamètre est situé sur ladite partie (31) de guidage en forme de rainure lorsque ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier est monté dans une attitude verticale,

   ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier comprenant en outre une seconde partie (28) de guidage en forme de rainure formée dans un support de rouleau de papier, ledit rouleau de papier possédant un faible diamètre et étant situé sur ladite seconde partie (28) de guidage en forme de rainure lorsque ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier est monté dans une attitude horizontale.

4. Mécanisme de retenue de rouleau de papier selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit rouleau de papier possédant un faible diamètre est situé sur ladite partie (31) de guidage en forme de rainure lorsque ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier est monté dans une attitude verticale,

   ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier comprenant en outre une seconde partie (28) de guidage en forme de rainure formée dans un support de rouleau de papier, ledit rouleau de papier possédant un faible diamètre et étant situé sur
ladite seconde partie (28) de guidage en forme de rainure lorsque ledit mécanisme de retenue du rouleau de papier est monté dans une attitude horizontale.

5. Imprimante comprenant:

   un mécanisme de retenue de rouleau de papier selon la revendication 1, et
   un mécanisme d'impression (70) adapté pour réaliser une impression sur un papier d'enregistrement tiré dudit rouleau de papier retenu dans ledit support de rouleau de papier (21).

6. Imprimante selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre:

   un mécanisme de coupe (80) qui est adapté pour découper ledit support d'enregistrement après que ledit papier d'enregistrement a traversé ledit mécanisme d'impression (70).